
 

 
 

Announcement 
 

RPM Chief Technology Officer, Paul Beesley appointed ISA95 committee member 
 
21 March 2016 
 
RungePincockMinarco Limited (ASX: RUL) [RPM] has today announced Chief Technology Officer, Paul 
Beesley, has accepted the appointment as a full voting member on the International Society of Automation 
(ISA), ISA95 committee.  
 
The International Society of Automation is a highly respected professional body responsible for developing 
standards for the instrumentation and automation of systems across a variety of industries. Recently the ISA 
Committee turned their attention to the Mining industry which has not previously adopted common standards 
for technology.  
 
The ISA95 standards are currently being modified to include mining specific characteristics and attributes to 
provide technology suppliers to the mining industry a common framework to work from. Once implemented, 
this framework will enable data to flow freely across the software, automation and control systems within a 
company’s mining operations. 
 
Commenting on the appointment RPM’s CEO and Managing Director Richard Mathews said “The release of 
the ISA95 mining messaging profile will be a major step forward for the mining industry and we are excited to 
be a part of it.  Paul’s appointment as a full voting member of the Committee reflects the commitment both 
RPM and Paul have already made to the introduction of this standard.” 
 
“Our large mining customers are committed to enterprise-enabled software solutions which not only talk 
together between the different solutions released by the same vendor but also talk to the software solutions of 
other vendors in the market using a common ‘standardised communication language’.” 
 
“We believe that the new ISA95 standard will break down barriers within the mining industry and across the 
entire value chain. Following the lead from the manufacturing industry, the mining industry will over time adopt 
a common set of standard and framework which encourages unification and collaboration for the benefit of the 
mining industry.”  
 
For further information please contact: 
 
Michael Baldwin 
Chief Marketing Officer 
+61 7 3100 7200 
globalmarketing@rpmglobal.com  
 

James O’Neill 
Company Secretary 
+61 7 3100 7200 
companysecretary@rpmglobal.com  

 
 
 
About RungePincockMinarco: 
 
RungePincockMinarco Limited (ASX: RUL) is the world’s largest publicly traded independent group of mining 
technical experts, with history stretching back to 1968. We have local expertise in all mining regions and are 
experienced across all commodities and mining methods. 
 
Listed on the Australian Securities Exchange on 27 May 2008, RungePincockMinarco is a global leader in the 
provision of advisory consulting, technology and professional development solutions to the mining industry. 
We have global expertise achieved through our work in over 118 countries and our approach to the business 
of mining is strongly grounded in economic principles.  
 
We operate offices in 18 locations across 12 countries. 
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